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BACK TO THE FUTURE: GENERATING MOMENT
IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTINUOUS-TIME
MARKOV PROCESSES
BY LARsPETERHANSENAND Jost ALEXANDRESCHEINKMAN'
Continuous-timeMarkovprocesses can be characterizedconvenientlyby their infinitesimalgenerators.For such processesthere exist forwardand reverse-timegenerators. We show how to use these generatorsto constructmomentconditionsimpliedby
stationaryMarkovprocesses.Generalizedmethodof momentsestimatorsand tests can be
constructedusing these moment conditions. The resulting econometricmethods are
designed to be applied to discrete-timedata obtained by sampling continuous-time
Markovprocesses.
KEzYwORDS:
Continuous-timeMarkovprocesses, discrete-timesampling, diffusions,
generalizedmethod of moments,infinitesimalgenerator,nonparametricidentification,
reversibility.

1. INTRODUCTION

IN THISPAPERWE DERIVEMOMENTCONDITIONS
for estimatingand testing continuous-time Markov models using discrete-time data. An extensive literature
exists on estimating continuous time linear models from discrete-time data
emanating from the work of A. W. Phillips (1959). This literature includes
treatments of identification (e.g., see P. C. B. Phillips (1973), Hansen and
Sargent(1983))as well as estimation(e.g., see P. C. B. Phillips(1973),Robinson
(1976), Harvey and Stock (1985)). Our aim is to develop new methods for
estimation and inference that can be applied to continuous time nonlinear
Markovmodels, again from the vantage point of discrete-timesampling.Recently there has been a considerableinterest amongeconomistsin understanding the role of nonlinearitiesin dynamicmodels (see Scheinkman(1990) for a
surveyof this literature).Furthermore,severalparticularnonlinearcontinuoustime models have been proposed for the term structure of interest rates
(e.g., see Cox, Ingersoll,and Ross (1985), Heath, Jarrow,and Morton (1992))
and for exchange rates (e.g., see Froot and Obstfeld (1991) and Krugman
(1991)). Among other things, we develop tools for assessing the empirical
plausibilityof these models.
Likelihood-basedmethodsof estimationand inferencefor nonlinearcontinuous time models can be very difficult to implementdue to the computational
costs associated with evaluatingthe likelihood function (e.g., see Lo (1988)).
This is true even when the Markovstate vector is completelyobservableat any
1
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point in time, as we assume here. The reason for this difficulty is that a
continuous-timeMarkov process is typically specified in terms of its local
evolution. Evaluatingthe discrete-timetransition density can be quite costly
because it may require solvingnumericallya partial differentialequation as inthe case of a diffusion.The computationalcosts can become excessivebecause
these calculationsmust be repeated for each hypotheticalparametervalue and
each observedstate.2
In this paper we adopt a more pragmaticapproach.We begin by considering
generator.Formally,this
a Markovprocess specified in terms of its infinitesimal
generator is defined as an operator on a function space, and, in effect, this
operator stipulates the local evolution of the process. For instance, for a
diffusionmodel specified as a solution to &stochasticdifferentialequation,the
generatorcan be constructedfrom the coefficientsof the differentialequation
and the associatedboundaryconditions.
Given the infinitesimalgenerator, we show how to construct two sets of
moment conditions that are often easy to compute in practice. As a consequence, both sets of moment conditionscan be used to constructgeneralizedmethod-of-momentsestimatorsof an unknownparametervector and diagnostic
tests. One set involves only the contemporaneousMarkov state vector and
hence uses only the marginaldistributionof that vector.The second set includes
functionsof the state vector in two adjacenttime periods, and hence, like the
score vector from a likelihood function, exploits propertiesof the conditional
distributionof the currentstate vector given the past.
Moment conditions in the second set are most convenientlyrepresentedin
generatorfor a process
termsof the originalgeneratoras well as the reverse-time
running backwardsin time. Although there exist general characterizationsof
reverse-timegenerators,the second set of momentconditionsmay be easiest to
apply when the underlyingMarkovprocesses under considerationare (time)
reversible.As a consequence,we use results in the probabilitytheory literature
to show that a potentially rich collection of models are reversible,including
manymulti-factormodels of the term structureof interest rates that have been
suggestedin the literature.
Another strategy that has been proposed for estimating continuous time
Markovprocessesis to use numericalmethodsto approximatemoments.Duffie
and Singleton (1993) and Gourieroux,Monfort, and Renault (1992) suggested
the use of simulationwhile He (1990) proposedthe use of binomialapproximations. An attractivefeature of the simulationapproachis that the Markovstate
vector does not have to be fully observed. However, for both of these approachesit may be difficultto accountfor the magnitudeof the approximation
2

Exceptionsto this are the nonlinearMarkovprocessassumedby Cox,Ingersoll,and Ross (1985)
in their analysisof the term structureof interestrates and the reflectingbarriermodel of exchange
(1991). The transition densities for this process have been fully
rates assumed by Krugmdan
characterized(e.g., see Feller (1951),Wong(1964),and Levy(1993)).However,smalldeparturesin
the form of the nonlinearitiesmake likelihood-basedmethods much more numericallyintensive
to implement.
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error,and for some applicationsit may be numericallycostly to ensure that the
approximationerroris small.
When alternativeparametricestimationmethods are computationallyfeasible, the moment conditionswe derive can be used to constructdiagnostictests
of the model which are easy to implementin practice. Moreover,they permit
the estimatedmodel to be nested within a largerclass of alternativecontinuous
time models includingones whose transitionprobabilitiesmay be much more
difficultto compute in practice. Our interest in this approachextends beyond
consideration of computational costs vis-a-vis other methods of estimating
parametricmodels, however.For instance,we also studynonparametricidentification via these moment conditions.It is well known that identifyingcontinuous-timemodels from discrete-timedata can be problematicbecause of what is
knownas the aliasingphenomenon:distinctcontinuous-timeprocessesmay look
identicalwhen sampledat regulartime intervals.Using spectralrepresentation
theory for self-adjointoperators,we show that there is no aliasing problem
when it is known that the continuous-timeprocess is reversible.Although the
approachdescribedin our paper is designedto
generalized-method-of-moments
be computationallytractable, complete (nonparametric)identification of reversible processes is not possible using the moment conditions we derive.
However,we do show that in the context of scalar diffusionmodels, the local
mean (drift) and local variance(diffusioncoefficient)can be identified up to a
commonscale factor.
The focus of this paper is on derivingmomentconditionsimpliedby infinitesimal generators and on characterizingthe extent to which these moment
conditions can discriminateamong the members of a class of infinitesimal
generators.In addition,we providerestrictionson infinitesimalgeneratorsthat
ensure that the Law of Large Numbersand CentralLimit Theorem apply to a
discrete-sampledprocess. Armed with these approximationresults, we can
apply the results in Hansen (1982) to justify formallyestimationand inference
using generalizedmethod of moments. On the other hand, we do not address
formallyissues of statisticalefficiencyand nonparametricestimationand inference using the momentconditionswe derive.Such issues are deferredto future
work.
This paper is organizedas follows. In Section 2 we review the mathematical
constructionof an infinitesimalgeneratorfor a continuoustime Markovprocess
and describe properties of the generator that are importantfor our analysis.
Since leading examplesof continuoustime Markovprocesses are scalar diffusion, we use these processes to illustrate many of the results in this paper.
Consequently,in this section we recall the well knownconnectionbetween the
generatorof a scalardiffusionand its local mean and variance.In Section 3 we
show how to use the infinitesimalgeneratorto constructtwo familiesof moment
conditions expressed in terms of the Markovstate vector. Other examples of
Markovprocesses together with their infinitesimalgeneratorsare presented in
Section 4. We study the observable implicationsof each family of moment
conditionsin Section 5. For instance,we show that our first familyof moment
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conditionscan be used to distinguishalternativecandidategeneratorsthat imply
distinct marginaldistributionsfor the Markovstate vector. We also provide a
characterizationof the additionalinformationalcontent providedby the second
family of moment conditions obtained by reversingcalendar time. Since the
domains of the generators are sometimes difficult to characterizefully, in
Section 6 we show how to reduce the family of test functions used in the
moment conditions to include only ones for which the generator can be
representedin a convenientmanner.For the momentconditionsto be of use in
practice,we must be able to approximateexpectationsof functionsof the state
vector using a discrete-timemoment analog. In Section 7 we present sufficient
conditionsfor these approximationsto be valid. To facilitateverification,these
conditions are expressed as restrictionson the infinitesimalgenerator.These
large-sampleapproximationscan also be used to justifyother estimationmethods than the one describedin this paper.
2. INFINITESIMALGENERATORS

In this sectionwe give the mathematicalbasis for our analysis.The focal point
is on the constructionof the infinitesimalgeneratorof a strictly stationary,
continuous-time,n-dimensional,vector Markovprocess{xt} defined on a probability space (I},sg,9'r).
Let & be the probabilitymeasureinducedon Rn by xt (for any t), 2 2(4?) be
the space of all Borel measurablefunctions 4: Rn -* R such that
| +2ddS<

o,

nR

and let <( l and || be the usual inner product and norm on y2(@).
Associatedwith the Markovprocessis a familyof operators{t: t > 0} where for
each t ? 0, $'[ is defined by3
(2.1)
4'Tt(y) E[t (xt)lxo =y].
This family is known to satisfy several properties.For instance, from Nelson
(1958,Theorem3.1) it follows that for each t > 0, the followingpropertieshold:
PROPERTY P1: g97 y92(

) -4y2(a)

is well defined, i.e., if

4=

/

with a

probabilityone, then t4- =gt7fr with d?probabilityone and for each p E&2(a),
$j4p E-_2(e)
PROPERTY

P2: I91tI
0

PROPERTY P3:

114 for all 4 Eey2(4),

For anys, t 2 0, gt$+ ='t$,-

i.e., $t7is a (weak) contraction.

i.e., {S t 2 O}is a (one-parameter)

semigroup.
3Throughoutthis paper we follow the usual convention of not distinguishingbetween an
equivalenceclass and the functionsin the equivalenceclass. Moreover,in (2.1) we are abusing
notationin a familiarway, e.g. see Chung(1974,pp. 299 and 230).
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PropertyP2 is the familiarresult that the conditionalexpectationoperator
can only reduce the second moment of a random variable. Property P3 is
implied by the Law of Iterated Expectationssince the expectationof k(x,+,)
given x0 can be computed by first conditioningon informationavailable at
time s.
Our approachto exploringthe implicationsof continuous-timeMarkovmodels for discretetime data is to studylimits of expectationsover smallincrements
of time. In orderfor this approachto work,we impose a mild restrictionon the
smoothnesspropertiesof {S1.
ASSUMPTIONAl:

For each

as t 1 0.

eo2(S),

t t > 0} converges[in 2(S)]
{S[:

to 4

Assumption Al is implied by measurabilityproperties of the underlying
stochasticprocess {xtj. Recall that {xtj can alwaysbe viewed as a mappingfrom
R x 12 into Rn. Form the product sigma algebrausing the Boreliansof R and
the events of l}. A sufficientconditionfor AssumptionAl is that the mapping
defined by the stochastic process be Borel measurablewith respect to the
productsigma algebra.4
For some choices of f E='2(d), the family of operatorsis differentiableat
zero, i.e. {[S7to- 4]/t: t > O}has an y2(d) limit as t goes to 0. Whenever this
limit exists, we denote the limit point M+. We refer to v as the infinitesimal
generator.The domain 0 of this generator is the family of functions 4 in
y2(d) for which V0 is well defined. Typically,0 is a propersubset of y2(d).
Since v is the derivativeof {St: t > O}at t = 0, and {St[:t > 0} is a semigroup,v
and S'Tcommuteon ?. Moreoverthe followingpropertiesare satisfied(e.g., see
Pazy (1983, Theorem2.4, p. 4)):
PROPERTY

PROPERTY

P4: For any 4 E-22(d),

P5: For any 4
OEQ74-,

f 4t4 ds E 0

-

and

fo4tT ds =

|[fts4g,] ds = fotY[.] ds.

PropertyP4 gives the operatorcounterpartto the familiarrelation between
derivativesand integrals.PropertyP5 extends the formulaby interchangingthe
order of integrationand applicationsof the operatorsSg and V.
There are three additionalwell knownpropertiesof infinitesimalgenerators
of continuous-timeMarkovoperatorsthat we will use in our analysis:
PROPERTYP6: 0 is dense in

y2(d).

4It followsfrom Halmos(1974, p. 148) that .97: t > 0 is weaklymeasurablefor any 4 E-2(
and hence fromTheorem1.5 of Dynkin(1965, p. 35) that Al is satisfied.

)
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PROPERTY
P7: v is a closed linear operator, i.e. if

and {a(fn} convergesto q, then 40, is in 0 and o
PROPERTY
P8: For every A > 0, AI -v

{((,}
=

in 9 converges to k0

is onto.

(A referencefor P6 and P7 and P8 is Pazy(1983, Chapter1, Corollary2.5 and
Theorem 4.3).)
A final propertyof v that will be of value to us is P9:
PROPERTY
P9:

1
i.e. v is quasinegativesemidefinite.5
,kI()
< 0 for all ( EQ-O,

This propertyfollows from the (weak) contractionpropertyof {t9 and the
Cauchy-Schwarz
Inequalitysince for any t > 0,
(2.2)

- 11411)
< 0.
K4(k9t4- 0) < 11411(t'4011

In modeling Markovprocesses one may start with a candidate infinitesimal
generator satisfyinga particularset of properties, and then show that there
exists an associatedMarkovprocess (e.g., see Corollary2.8 of Ethier and Kurtz
(1986, p. 170)). Furthermore,combinationsof the above properties are sufficient for v to be the infinitesimalgeneratorof a semi-groupof contractions
satisfyingAl. For instance, it suffices that P6 and P9 holds as well as P8 for
some A > 0. This is part of the Lumer-PhillipsTheorem (e.g., see Pazy (1983,
Chapter 1, Theorem 4.3)).

In many economic and finance applicationsit is common to start with a
stochasticdifferentialequation,instead of specifyingthe infinitesimalgenerator
directly. As the example below shows, there are well known connections
between the coefficientsof the stochasticdifferentialequationand the infinitesimal generator.
1 (ScalarDiffusionProcess): Supposethat {xtj satisfiesthe stochasEXAMPLE
tic differentialequation:
(2.3)
dxt =A(xt)dt +f(xt)dWt
where {Wt : t > O}is a scalarBrownianmotion.As we elaboratein the discussion
below, under some additional regularity conditions the generator for this
process can be representedas
V = Rk' + (1/2)uoC20

on a large subset of its domain.
Prior to justifyingthis representation,we consider sufficient conditions for
the existence of a unique stationary solution to the stochastic differential
equation. There are many results in the literaturethat establish the existence
and uniqueness of a Markov process {xt) satisfying(2.3) for a prespecified
5When a generatorof a semigroupdefined on an arbitraryBanachspace satisfiesthe appropriate generalizationof P9, it is referredto as being dissipative(e.g., see Pazy(1983,p. 13)).
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initialization.One set of sufficientconditions,that will be exploitedin Section 6,
requiresthat the diffusioncoefficiento-2 be strictlypositivewith a bounded and
continuoussecond derivativeand that the local mean ,u have a bounded and
continuous first derivative.These conditions also imply that {xtj is a Feller
process, that is, for any continuousfunction p, -'T is continuous.6
Of course, for the process to be stationary,we must initialize appropriately.
An additionalrestrictionis requiredfor there to exist such an initialization.We
follow Karlinand Taylor(1981) and others by introducinga scalefunctionS and
its derivative:
s(y)

exp{- f2[

and a speed densityl/someasure S with density

2,

p4z)/o2(z)]

dz};

which we assume to be integrable.7If we use the
1

(2.4)

q(y)

2(y)f[S(z)2(Z)]

-1

dz

to initialize the process, then the Markov process {xtj generated via the
stochastic differential equation (2.3) will be stationary.In fact, under these
hypothesesS is the unique stationarydistributionthat can be associatedwith a
solution of (2.3).
The infinitesimalgeneratoris defined on a subspaceof 722(G) that contains
at least the subset of functions 4 for which 4' and 4' are continuous,
v+, Ey2(
), and such that the second-orderdifferentialoperator:
(2.5)

L+(y)

+'(y) + (1/2)u2(y)4/'(y)

,(y)

function. Ito's Lemma implies that {4(xt) - +(x0) yields an 52(G)
is
a
continuous
martingale.Take expectationsconditionalon x0,
fotL4(xs)ds}

to obtain
(2.6)

E[(4xt)lx0]

-

1(xo) =E[

tL4(Xs)

dslxo].

Or by Fubini'sTheorem,
[S[l(xo)

-0(xo)]/t

=

(1/t)ft/Lk(xo)

ds.

Using the continuityproperty of $ and applyingthe Triangle Inequalitywe
concludethat V0 = L+.
6For alternativeLipschitzand growthconditionssee the hypothesesin Theorem3.2, p. 79 or the
weaker local hypothesesof Theorem4.1, p. 84 of Has'minskii(1980). Alternatively,the Yamadaand Shreve(1988,p. 291) can be applied.
WatanabeTheoremin Ktaratzas
thatfor somestrictlypositiveC and K and IyI> K, Uy + o 2/2 6 -C.
7It sufficesfor integrability
This can be verifiedby using this inequalityto constructan integrableupperbound for the speed
densityor by appealingto more generalresultsin Has'minsky(1980).
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3. MOMENT CONDITIONS

In this section we characterizetwo sets of moment conditionsthat will be of
centralinterest for our analysis.The basic idea underlyingboth sets of moment
conditionsis to exploit the fact that expectationsof time invariantfunctionsof
say x,,1 and x, do not depend on calendartime t. We connect this invariance
to the local specificationof the underlyingMarkovprocess,or more preciselyto
the infinitesimal generator. Formally, these moment conditions are derived
from two important(and well known) relations. The first relation links the
stationary distribution

I'

and the infinitesimal generator X, and the second one

exploits the fact that v and 9 commute.Much of our analysiswill focus on a
fixed sampling interval which we take to be one. From now on we write Y
instead of g.
Since the process {x,} is stationary,E[ b(x,)] is independent of t, implying
that its derivativewith respect to t is zero. To see how this logic can be
translatedinto a set of moment conditions,note that by the Law of Iterated
Expectations,the expectationof k(x,) can either be computed directly or by
first conditioningon xo:
(3.1)

| bddl= f
Rn

t4kde

forall 4E=-2(a).

Rn

Hence for any 4 EQ, we have that
(3.2)

f
Rn

6de=lim(1/t)f
tI

[tk-

Rn

]d=O

since (3.1) holds for all positive t and {(1/t)L974- ]: t> 01 converges in
to M+. Relation (3.2) shows the well knownlink between the generator
.v and the stationarydistributiond' (e.g., see Ethier and Kurtz(1986, Proposition 9.2, p. 239)). Hence our first set of momentconditionsis as follows.

_2(e)

Cl: E[LW(xt)] = 0 for all

4 EsY.

The stationarityof {xt} also implies that E[ 4(xt+1)4*(xt)I does not depend
on calendar time. Rather than derivingmoment conditions by exploitingthis
invariancedirectly,a more convenientderivationis to startby usingthe fact that
That is,
v and YWcommute.
(3.3)

E[_4k(xt+1)Ixtx=y]

=J4E[k0(xt+1)Ixt

=y]} for all

E-.

It maybe difficultto evaluatethe rightside of (3.3) in practicebecause it entails
computingthe conditionalexpectationof 4(xt+1) priorto the applicationof X.
For this reason, we also derive an equivalent set of unconditionalmoment
restrictions which are often easier to use. These moment restrictions are
representableusing the semigroupand generatorassociatedwith the reversetime Markovprocess.
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The semigroup {$79*I
associated with the. reverse-time process is defined via

(3.4)

9,*O*( y)-E [ * ( xo) Ix,

=y]

X

The family {(7*: t > 01 is also a contraction semigroup of operators satisfying
continuity restriction Al. Let X* denote the infinitesimal generator for this
semigroup with domain 0*. The operator Y* is the adjoint of 9'7and X* is the

operator adjoint of X. To verify these results, note that it follows from (2.1),
(3.4), and the Law of Iterated Expectationsthat
(3.5)

((*0tp)

=E{+**(xo)E[40(xt)jxo]}
=E[0*(xo)0(xt)]

= E{(0xt )E [0* (xo) jxt]}
= ( 01-'7*O*>.

We can now use Corollary10.6 of Pazy (1983, p. 41) to show that X* is the
operatoradjointof v and vice versa. A process is reversibleif the generatorv
is self adjoint,i.e. W
For any 4)in the domain 0 of v and 4* in y2(d), the fact that v and .9'
commuteimplies that
(K?4 Io* > - (KY0kI* > = 0
When 4* is restrictedto be in the domain 0* of X*,
(3.6)

(a+T I+* > = ( 0 1S*a*o* >Substituting (3.6) into (3.7) and applying the Law of Iterated Expectations we
find the following.

(3 .7)

C2: E[DV(P(xt+1)40*(xt) - 4(xt+i).V*40*(xt)] = 0 for all

4)* eG*.

E

and

Since X* enters C2, these moment conditionsexploit both the forward-and
reverse-timecharacterizationof the Markovprocess.As we hinted above, these
moment conditions can be interpreted as resulting from equating the time
derivativeof E[k(xt+1)0*(xt)] to zero.
When 0* is a constant function, XW*+*is identically zero and moment
condition C2 collapses to Cl. In our subsequent analysis, we will find it
convenient to look first at moment conditions in the class Cl, and then to
ascertain the incremental contribution of the class C2. Moreover, for Markov

processesthat are not reversible(. #s*), the additionalmomentconditionsin
the class C2 can be more difficult to use in practice because they use the
reverse-timegenerator.The more extensiveset of momentconditionsare still of
interest, however, because sometimes it can be shown that the processes of
interest are reversible.Even when they are not, it is typicallyeasier to compute
the reverse-timegeneratorthan the one-periodtransitiondistribution.
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The stationaryscalar diffusions described previouslyin Example 1 are reversible.This is easy to verifyby followingthe usual approachof introducingthe
integratingfactor 1/q, and writing
-14)= (l/q)(of2qqo/2)'.
(3.8)
Let FK2denote the space of functionsthat are twice continuouslydifferentiable
with a compactsupport.Integrationby partsimpliesthat for functions frand 4
in WK2
(3.9)

(++

+a

it actuallyholds
As we will discussin Section 6, if (3.9) holds for frand 4 in WK2,
for each frand 4 in 9; that is, v is symmetric.Since v is the generatorof a
contractionsemigroupin a Hilbert space, it is self adjointand {x,} is reversible
(see PropositionVII.6 on p. 113 of Brezis (1983)).
One strategyfor using these momentconditionsfor estimationand inference
is as follows. Suppose the problem confrontingan econometricianis to determine which, if any, among a parameterizedset of infinitesimalgeneratorsis
compatible with a discrete-time sample of the process {x,}. For instance,
imagine that the aim is to estimate the "true parameter value," say 13,
associatedwith a parameterizedfamilyof generators V. for p3in some admissible parameter space. Vehicles for accomplishingthis task are the sample
counterpartsto moment conditionsCl and C2. By selecting a finite numberof
test functions 4, the unknown parametervector 3Ocan be estimated using
generalized method of moments (e.g., see Hansen (1982)) and the remaining
over-identifyingmomentconditionscan be tested. In Section 5 of this paperwe
characterizethe informationcontent of each of these two sets of moment
conditionsfor discriminatingamong alternativesets of infinitesimalgenerators;
and in Section 7 we supplysome supportinganalysisfor generalizedmethod of
momentsestimationand inferenceby derivingsome sufficientconditionson the
infinitesimal generators for the Law of Large Numbers and Central Limit
Theoremto apply.
For particularfamilies of scalardiffusionsand test functions,moment conditions in the class Cl have been used previously,albeit in other guises. For
instance Wong (1964) showed that first-orderpolynomialspecificationsof t,
and second-orderpolynomialspecificationsof o-2 are sufficient to generate
processes with stationarydensities in the Pearson class. Pearson'smethod of
moment estimationof these densities can be interpreted,except for its assumption that the data generation is i.i.d., as appropriatelyparameterizingthe
polynomialsdefining the drift and diffusion coefficients and using polynomial
test functions in Cl. This approachhas been extended to a broader class of
densities by Cobb, Koopstein, and Chen (1983). These authors suggested
estimating higher-orderpolynomial specifications of ,u for a pre-specified
(second-order)polynomialspecificationof o-2. Their estimation can again be
interpretedas using moment conditionsCl with polynomialtest functions. Of
course momentconditionsCl and C2 are easy to applyfor other test functions
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4 and O* whose first and second derivativescan be computed explicitly.
Although Cobb, Koopstein, and Chen (1983) prespecifythe local variance to
facilitateidentification,this assumptionis not convenientfor many applications
in economicsand finance.As we will see in Section 5, momentconditionsin the
class C2 can be used to help identifyand estimate unknownparametersof the
local variance.
4. EXAMPLES

In this section we give additionalillustrationsof infinitesimalgeneratorsfor
continuous-timeMarkovprocesses.
EXAMPLE2 (Scalar Diffusions with BoundaryConditions):Many economic
examples deal with processes that are restrictedto a finite intervalor to the
nonnegativereals. The reasoningin Example1 appliesimmediatelyto processes
defined on an intervalwhen both end points are entrance boundaries.Moreover, this analysisalso can be extended to processeswith reflectingboundaries
as the ones assumed in the literature on exchange rate bands. Typically,a
process with reflecting boundaries in an interval (c, u) is constructed by
changing equation (2.3) to include an appropriate additional term that is
"activated"at the boundarypoints:
dxt

=

4(Xt) dt + o(xt)

dWt + O(xt) dKt

where {Kt}is a particularnondecreasingprocess that increasesonly when x, is
at the boundary,and
and 0(u) =-1.
0(f) = 1
In additionwe assume that the original ,u and o2 define a regular diffusion,
that is the functions s and 1/o-2s are integrable.We will also assume that s is
bounded away from zero.8 Ito's Lemma applies to such processes with an
additional term t)'(x)O(xt)dKt. This term vanishes if 4'7) = +'(u) = 0, and
W4) is again given as (2.5) or (3.8) for O's that satisfy these additionalrestrictions. To check that v is self adjoint,it is now sufficientto verify(3.9) for frand

4 that are twice continuouslydifferentiablewith first derivativesthat vanish at
the boundaries.When the drift coefficient has continuousfirst derivativesand
diffusioncoefficient continuoussecond derivatives,the right-handside of (2.4)
again defines the unique stationarydistributionassociated with the reflexive
barrierprocess. The case with one reflectingbarrierand the other one nonattractingcan be handled in an analogousfashion.

EXAMPLE
3 (MultivariateFactorModels): We havejust seen that manyscalar
diffusions are reversible. Reversibilitycarries over to multivariatediffusions
built up as time invariantfunctionsof a vector of independentscalardiffusions.
8If o 2 is bounded away from zero, all these assumptionshold but they also hold for some
processeswhere o-2 vanishesat the boundary.
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More precisely,let {fj1 be a vector diffusionwith componentprocessesthat are
independent, stationary,and reversible.Think of the components of {ft} as
independent unobservable"factors."Suppose that the observed process is a
time invariantfunctionof the factors:
xt =F(ft)

for some function F. Factormodels of bond prices like those proposedby Cox,
Ingersoll,and Ross (1985), Longstaffand Schwartz(1992), and Frachot,Janci,
and Lacoste (1992) all have this representation.The resulting{xj} process will
clearly be stationary as long as the factors are stationary. Moreover, since {ft} is

reversible,so is {xj1.To ensurethat {x,I is a Markovprocess,we requirethat the
factors can be recovered from the observed process. That is, F must be
one-to-one. Finally, to guarantee that {xt) satisfies a stochastic differential
equation, we restrict F to have continuous second derivatives.For a more
general characterizationof multivariablereversiblediffusions,see Kent (1978).
EXAMPLE4 (MultivariateDiffusion Models): More generally, suppose that
{xt1satisfies the stochasticdifferentialequation
dxt = A(Xt) dt + X(xt)ll2 dWt

where {W,: t > 01 is an n-dimensionalBrownianmotion. Entry i of the local
mean ,u, denoted L,i,and entry (i, j) of the diffusionmatrixX, denoted oij, are
functions from Rn into R. The functions /.4iand the entries of V(xt)1/2 are
assumed to satisfy Lipschitzconditions.(See Theorem 3.2, p. 79; the weaker
local hypothesisof Theorem4.1, page 84 of Has'minsky(1980);or Theorem3.7,
p. 297, Theorem 3.11, p. 300, and Remark 2.7 on p. 374 of Ethier and Kurz
(1986).) The existence of a unique stationarydistributionis assured if there
exists a K such that L(y) is positive definite for lyl< K and for fyI> K,
,u(y) Vy+ (1/2) trace [X(y)V] < 1
for some positivedefinite matrixV. Moreoverthis guaranteesthat the processis
mean recurrent.(See Corollary1, p. 99; Example 1, p. 103; and Corollary2,
p. 123 of Has'minsky(1980)).If L(y) is positivedefinite for all y E R', then the
density q is given by the unique nonnegativebounded solution q to the partial
differentialequation:
n

E d/dyj[ .j(y)q(y)]
j=1

n

n

+ (1/2) E E (d2/yi
i=1 j=1

dyj)[ojj(y)q(y)]

that integratesto one. (See Has'minsky(1980, Lemma 9.4, p. 138).) Again by
initializingthe process using the measure d' with density q, we construct a
stationaryMarkovprocess {xUt.
that contains
The infinitesimalgeneratoris defined on a subspaceof y2(e)
4
which
and
of
the
functions
for
at least
d4/dy
space
d2q/dy dy' are
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via

+ (1/2) trace [ L(y) d24(y)/dy dy'],
(4.1)
WVb(y)= u(y) *.d(y)/dy
if the right-handside of (4.1) is in y2(G?). Under suitableregularityconditions,
a time-reverseddiffusion is still a diffusion and the adjoint * can be represented as9
(4.2)

jQ/*4*(y) = *(y) *d4* (y)/dy + (1/2) trace [X *(y) d24* (y)/dy dy'].

In (4.2) the diffusionmatrix V turns out to be equal to X; however,the local
mean u* may be distinct from ,u. Let Xj denote column j of X. It follows from

Nelson (1958), Anderson (1982), Hausmann and Pardoux (1985), or Millet,
Nualart,and Sanz (1989) that
*(y)

=

-iu(y)

+ [l/q(y)]

Ea/ayj[q(y)yj(y)].

Therefore,on a dense subset of its domain the adjoint * can be constructed
from knowledge of ,u, X, and the stationary density q.
Moment conditions in the class Cl remain easy to apply to test functions
whose two derivativescan be readilycomputed.For multivariatediffusionsthat
are not time reversible,it is, in general, much more difficult to calculate the
reverse-timegeneratorused in C2. An alternativeapproachis to approximate
the reverse-timegeneratorusing a nonparametricestimatorof the logarithmic
derivativeof the density. With this approach,nonparametricestimatorsof the
density and its derivativeappear in the constructedmoment conditions even
thoughthe underlyingestimationproblemis fully parametric.The nonparametric estimator is used only as a device for simplifyingcalculations.Rosenblatt
(1969) and Roussas (1969) describedand justified nonparametricestimatorsof
densities for stationaryMarkovprocesses. Moreover,estimationusing moment
conditions constructed with nonparametricestimates of functions such as
d[logq(y)]/dy has been studiedin the econometricsliterature(e.g., see Gallant
and Nychka (1987), Powell, Stock, and Stoker (1989), Robinson (1989),
Chamberlain(1992), Newey (1993), Lewbel (1994)). Presumablyresults from
these literaturescould be extended to applyto our estimationproblem.
EXAMPLE
5 (MarkovJump Process): Let q be a nonnegativebounded function mapping Rn into R and let r(y, F) denote a transitionfunction in the
Cartesian product of Rn and the Borelians of Rn. Imagine the following
stochasticprocess {x,}. Dates at which changes in states occur are determined
by a Poisson processwith parameterq(y) if the currentstate is y. Given that a
change occurs, the transitionprobabilitiesare given by r(y, ). Hence we can
think of a jumpprocessas a specificationof an underlyingdiscretetime Markov
chain with transitionprobabilities.
9For example,Millet,Nualart,and Sanz (1989)showedthat it sufficesfor coefficients,u and I
of the diffusionto be twice continuouslydifferentiable,to satisfyLipschitzconditions,and for the
matrix I to be uniformlynonsingular(see Theorem2.3 and Proposition4.2).
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Additional restrictionsmust be imposed for this process to be stationary.
First, suppose there exists a nonzero Borel measure d' satisfyingthe equation
d(F)

=

fi(y,

F) dS(y)

for any Borelian F.

In other words e' is the stationarydistributionof the underlyingdiscrete time
Markovchain.If the Poisson intensityparameterq is constant,then the Markov
jump process also has e as a stationarydistributionbecause the randomization
of the jump times is independent of the current Markovstate. In the more
general case in which q depends on the state, there is an observationally
equivalent representationwith a constant Poisson parameter and a different
underlying Markov chain (e.g., see Ethier and Kurtz (1986, p. 163)). The

alternativePoissonintensityparameteris 77 sup q and the transitionprobabilities for the alternativeMarkovchain are
+ ( q/n)v(y, F)
*(y, F) - (1- /)5,(F)
where 8Y(F) is one if y is in F and zero otherwise.Thus under this alternative
representationjumps are more frequent,but once a jump occurs there is state
dependent positive probabilitythat the process will stay put. Elementarycomputationsshow that if we assume that

|[11/(y)]

dei(y) < w,

and constructa probabilitymeasure d' to be
(4.3)

d =

dei
,q (1/,q) ddS

then d' is a stationarydistributionfor the alternativeMarkovchain. Therefore
the Markovjump process {x,} will be stationaryso long as it is initializedat S.
Define the conditionalexpectationoperatorS' associatedwith the underlying
Markovchain:
0
|(y')v(y,

dy').

Analogousto the operatorg'

J'

maps

y2(j)

into itself. Using the fact that

o(t),
gt?- 4=t'qY- tr+
one can show that the generatorfor the continuoustime jump process can be
representedas
W= 4k(P
(4.4)

(e.g., see Ethier and Kurtz (1986, pp. 162-163)). It is easy to verify that the
generatorv is a bounded operatoron all of y92(d,). Since q is bounded, any
function 4 in y2(d) must also be in y2(4).
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It is also of interestto characterizethe adjoint * of W.To do this we study
the transitionprobabilitiesfor the reverse-timeprocess. Our candidatefor *
uses the adjoint69* in place of _9':
jV*0

* = jw*(p* -

* I

To verify that * is the adjoint of V, first note that

(<Ik* > =

[f49+k-+p*

d =f

d6.
q$qi+*~qd-Xf+qq$q*

By constructionT* is the '2(d) adjointof _9'It followsfrom(4.3) that qTdd is
proportionalto de. Consequently,
|S0-*,dd-

f-|

fro*d+

=

=<+
(kk

dd -|qo*

d+

*>.

To use moment conditions Cl and C2 for this Markovjump process requires
that we compute 94Sand J*o for test functions 4. Suppose that the Markov
chain is a discretetime Gaussianprocess. It is then straightforward
to evaluate
54- and _*0 for polynomialtest functions.Nonlinearitiesin the continuous-time
process could still be capturedby nonlinearspecificationof the function -q.On
the other hand, when nonlinearitiesare introducedinto the specificationof the
Markovchain, it may be difficultto computeS9'4and 5Th*.In these cases our
approachmay not be any more tractablethan, say, the method of maximum
likelihood.
Recall that the moment conditions Cl and C2 can be used in situations in
which the samplingintervalis fixed and hence where the econometriciandoes
not knowthe numberof jumpsthat occurredbetween observations.This should
be contrastedwith econometricmethods designed to exploit the durationtime
in each state.
5. OBSERVABLEIMPLICATIONS

Recall that in Section 3 we derivedtwo sets of momentconditionsto be used
in discriminatingamong a family of candidate generators.In this section we
study the informational content of these two sets of moment conditions.
Formally,there is a true generatorv underlyingthe discrete-timeobservations.
We then characterizethe class of observationallyequivalentgeneratorsfromthe
vantage point of each of the sets of moment conditions. In the subsequent
discussion,when we refer to a candidategeneratorwe will presume that it is a
generatorfor a Markovprocess.
We will establishthe followingidentificationresults.Firstwe will show that if
a candidategeneratorv satisfies the moment conditionsin the set Cl, it has a
stationarydistributionin commonwith the true process. Second we will show
that if v also satisfies the moment conditionsin the set C2, it must commute
with the true conditionalexpectationoperatorg9'If in addition v is self adjoint,
A
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and the true process is reversible (i.e. v is self adjoint), then v and v
commute. One implication of this last result is that the drift and diffusion
coefficients of stationaryscalar diffusions can be identified up to a common
scale factor using Cl and C2. A byproductof our analysis is that using the
conditional expectationoperator allows one to identify fully the generator of
reversibleprocesses.
Considerfirst momentconditionsCl. Since one of the goals of the econometric analysis is to ascertain whether a candidate generator v has v as a
stationarydistribution,it is preferableto beginwith a specificationof v without
reference to 2 2(S). Instead let .' denote the space of bounded functionson
Rn endowedwith the sup norm. Suppose that v is the infinitesimalgenerator
for a stronglycontinuouscontractionsemigroup{9t: t > 0} defined on a closed
subspace 2i' of _ containing at least all of the continuous functions with
compactsupport.In this setting, strong continuityis the sup-normcounterpart
to AssumptionAl, i.e. {Vt7: t > 0} convergesuniformlyto (P as t declines to
zero for all (Pin 2. Let 9 denote the domainof W.We say that a candidatev
has v as its stationarydistributionif v is the stationarydistributionfor a
Markov process associated with this candidate. The following result is very
similarto part of Proposition9.2 of Ethier and Kurtz(1986, p. 239).
A

A

PROPOSITION1:

A

Let v be a candidategeneratordefinedon 9 c2'. Then v
all
e _ if and only if 9 is a stationarydistribution
Cl
satisfies for
of X.

PROOF:Since convergencein the sup norm implies 2y2(,)
convergence,our
original derivation of Cl still applies. Conversely,note that the analog of
PropertyP4 implies that for any (PE2-Y:fJ2(40) ds e- and
sf 40 ds ='( t) 0

(5.1)

-

0

Hence integratingboth sides of (5.1) with respectto + and usingthe fact that v
satisfies Cl, we have that for all kE-:
(5.2)

|

(p+

-

()

d,=

Relation (5.2) can be shown to hold for all indicatorfunctionsof Boreliansof
Rn because Y containsall continuousfunctionswith a compactsupport. Q.E.D.
A

In light of Proposition1, any infinitesimalgeneratorv satisfyingCl has v as
a stationarydistribution.In other words, moment conditionsin the family Cl
cannotbe used to discriminateamongmodelswith stationarydistributiond. On
the other hand, if v does not have v as its stationarydistribution,then there
exists a test function 0 in 9 such that E.Vo is differentfrom zero.
A
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1 AND 2 (Continued):Suppose {xj is a scalar diffusion that
EXAMPLES
satisfiesequation(2.3). If the stationarydensityq is givenby the right-handside
of (2.4), then
(5.3)

A = (1/2)

[(0.2)'

+ o-2qt/q].

For a fixed q, this equation relates the diffusioncoefficient 0.2 with the local
drift ,u. This equation gives us sets of observationallyequivalentpairs (,u, 0.2)
from the vantagepoint of Cl. In fact Banon (1978) and Cobb, Koopstein,and
Chen (1983)used equation(5.3) as a basis to constructflexible (nonparametric)
estimatorsof ,u for prespecified 0. 2. As is evident from (5.3) parameterizing
( , 0.2) is equivalent,modulo some invertibilityand regularityconditions, to
parameterizing(q'/q, 0. 2). Sometimes the latter parameterizationis simpler
and more natural. If we start by describingour candidate models using this
parameterization,moment conditionsCl yield no informationabout the diffusion coefficient.On the other hand, as we will see later in this section, moment
conditionsC2 providea considerableamountof informationabout the diffusion
coefficient.
To illustratethese points, as in Cobb,Koopstein,and Chen (1983),considera
family of diffusions defined on the nonnegative reals parameterizedby a
"truncated"Laurentseries:
(q'/q)(y,

a)
j= -k

ajyj,

where a = (a-k,...,
a) is a vector of unknownparametersthat must satisfy
certainrestrictionsfor q to be nonnegativeand integrable.We also assumethat
0.2 =
py' where p > 0 and y > 0. This parameterizationis sufficientlyrich to
processused in the bond pricingliterature
encompassthe familiar"square-root"
as well as other processes that exhibit other volatilityelasticities.The implicit
parameterization of ,u can be deduced from (5.3).10 Moment conditions Cl will

suffice for the identificationof a. Since for fixed a, variations in y leave
invariantthe stationary distribution q, y cannot be inferred from moment
conditions Cl. However, as we will see in our subsequent analysis, moment
conditionsC2 will allow us to identify y, but not p.
To assess the incremental informationalcontent of the set of moment
conditionsC2, we focus only on generatorsthat satisfy Cl. In light of Proposition 1, all of these candidates have 7 as a stationary distribution.Strong
continuityof the semigroup{S9:t > 0} in Y implies AssumptionAl. Thus we
(instead of the more restrictivedomain 2) as the
are now free to use 22(,)
commondomainof the semigroupsassociatedwith the candidategenerators.To
10Additionalrestrictionsmustbe imposedon the parametersto guaranteethat there is a solution
to the associatedstochasticdifferentialequation.As mentionedin footnote 6, there are a varietyof
alternativesufficientconditionsthat can be employedto ensurethat a solutionexists.Alternatively,
we can workdirectlywith the impliedinfinitesimalgeneratorsand verifythat there exist associated
Markovprocessesfor the admissibleparametervalues.
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avoid introducingnew notation, for a candidategenerator V satisfyingCl, we
will still denote by v the generatorof the semigroupdefined on 2'2(d)
and by
9 its domain.

Recall that C2 was derivedusing the fact that v and -Tcommute.In fact, if a
candidatev satisfiesC2, then -v must commutewith 5'; i.e., for any (P in Q9,9'4
is in 9 and S&O =T'4.
2: Supposev satisfiesCl. Then v satisfiesC2 for
PROPOSITION

4E

and

*9* if, and only f, sF=5f.
PROOF:By mimickingthe reasoningin Section 3 one shows that sV=$7'
is
sufficientfor C2. To prove necessity,note that for any (P in 9 and any 4)* in
9*, it follows from C2 and the Law of Iterated Expectationsthat

(5.4)

K9kI)* ) = K97*

>

Since Yis the adjointof .*,
(5.5)

(PV*4)*)

(5
>
= I<ffiP*
9' = SW4 for all (P in 9,

A

It follows that
X* is v.

A

A

because the adjoint of
Q.E.D.

Since it is typically hard to compute S'4) for an arbitraryfunction 4 in
it may be difficult to establish directly that v commutes with 5' As an
alternative,it is often informativeto check whether v commuteswith X. To
motivatethis exercise,we investigatemomentconditionsC2 for arbitrarilysmall
samplingintervals.By Proposition2, this is equivalentto studyingwhether8'[

y2(d,),

and v commute for arbitrarily small t.
PROPOSITION
3:
X>+

Supposev commuteswith X for all sufficientlysmall t. Then

=a'4) for all 4 in 9 with ,V4 in 99.

PROOF:Note that

(5.6)

-

= lim [(5-

I)/t].4

=

lim.V( I)t/t]

4

Since ,v has a closed graph, the right side of (5.6) must converge to X>+4.

Q.E.D.
In light of this result, we know that any v satisfying the small interval
counterpartto C2 must commutewith .X. Thus from Propositions2 and 3, if
there exists an admissibletest function 4 such that
A

A

then there is a samplingintervalfor which v fails to satisfysome of the moment
conditions in the collection C2. While we know there exists such a sampling
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interval,the conclusionis not necessarilyapplicableto all samplingintervalsand
hence may not be applicableto one correspondingto the observeddata. As we
will now see, this limitationcan be overcomewhen additionalrestrictionsare
placed on the candidate and true generators. Conversely, suppose that Jv
commuteswith v in a subspace of y22(a). Bequillard(1989) gave sufficient
conditionson that subspaceto ensure that v commuteswith t97:t > O}.Hence
such a candidate generatorcan never be distinguishedfrom v using moment
conditionsC2.
When both the candidateand true processes are reversible,requiringthat V
commutewith _7 is equivalentto requiringthat _v commutewith X. To verify
this equivalence, recall that reversible Markov processes have infinitesimal
generatorsthat are self adjoint.Such operatorshave uniquespectralrepresentations of the followingform:

JO=f

(5.7)
where

'

Adg'(A)4
(-,o ]

is a "resolutionof the identity":

DEFINITION: 9' is a resolutionof the identityif
(i) F(A) is a self-adjointprojection operator on
A cR;

y2(G)

for any Borelian

(ii 910) = O, 91R) = I;

(iii) for any two Borelians A1 and A2, 9'(A1 n A2) = 9(A1)8' A2);
(iv) for any two disjointBorelians A1 and A2, F(A1 U A2) = F(A1) + 9'(A2);
( 04i ) defines a measureon the Borelians.
(v) for 4 EO and i/iEey2(t),
Spectral representation (5.7) is the operator counterpart to the spectral
representationof symmetricmatrices.It gives an orthogonaldecompositionof
the operatorv in the sense that if A1 and A2 are disjoint,9'(A1) and F(A2)
project onto orthogonalsubspaces(see condition(iv) characterizingthe resolution of the identity). When the spectral measure of %' has a mass point at a
particularpoint A, then A is an eigenvalue of the operator and ?(A) projects
onto the linear space of eigenfunctionsassociatedwith that eigenvalue.In light
of condition (v), the integrationin (5.7) can be defined formallyin terms of
inner products.The integrationcan be confined to the interval(-oo,0] instead
of all of R because V is negative semidefinite (e.g., see Theorems 13.30 and
13.31 on p. 349 of Rudin (1973)). Finally, spectral decomposition(5.7) of v
permitsus to representthe semigroup{.9t:t > 0} via the exponentialformula
(5.8)

8t=f=

exp(At)d?(A)k

(e.g., see Theorem 13.37 of Rudin (1973, p. 360)).
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Consider now a candidate generator v that is reversible and satisfies Cl.
Then
W=f

(5.9)

Adg'(A),

(-,

0]

A

A

where F is also resolution of the identity. Suppose that v commuteswith .7
Then 9Wmustcommutewith t(A) for every Borelian A (see Theorem 13.33 of
Rudin (1973, p. 351)). Let {V be the semigroupgeneratedby d. Since g9 is a
bounded operatorand can be constructedfrom v via the exponentialformula
analogousto (5.8), .9, must commutewith $'for everynonnegativeT. Moreover,
.9, must commutewith X(A) for any Borelian A and hence with T, for any
nonnegativet. We have thus establishedthe followingproposition.
A

A

4:
PROPOSITION
A
A

sT=S'V,

A

v satisfies Cl and v and v are self-adjoint.If
Suppose
A

t=gt=SW for all t > 0.

then

Propositions1-4 support the following approachto identification.Suppose
one begins with a parameterizationof a family of candidate generators.First
partition this family into collections of generators with the same stationary
distributions.Then partitionfurther the family into groups of generatorsthat
commute (on a sufficientlyrich collection of test functions).Two elements in
the same subset of the originalpartitioncannotbe distinguishedon the basis of
moment conditionsin the set Cl, and two elements in the same subset of the
finest partitioncannot be distinguishedon the basis of C2.
Moment conditions Cl and C2 do not capture all of the informationfrom
discrete-timedata pertinentto discriminatingamonggenerators.To see this, we
consider identificationresults based instead on knowledgeof the discrete-time
conditionalexpectationoperatorT7In the case of reversibleMarkovprocesses,
any candidate v that implies 9 as a conditional expectation operator, must
satisfythe exponentialformula:
(5.10)

.

=f0

exp(At)dg7(A)4.

_00

Moreover,the spectral decompositionfor self-adjointoperatorsis unique (see
Theorem 13.30, Rudin (1973, p. 348)). Since the exponentialfunctionis one-toone, it follows that 9' and 9' and hence v and v must coincide.Thus we have
shown the followingproposition.
Supposethatthegeneratorsv and v are self-adjointand imply
the same conditionalexpectationoperator$' Thenv =V.
PROPOSITION 5:

Proposition 5 implies that there is no aliasing problem when the Markov
processes is known to be reversible.Aliasing problems in Markovprocesses
arise because of the presence of complex eigenvalues of the generators.For
reversibleprocessesall of the eigenvaluesare real and negative(the correspond-
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ing resolutionsof the identity are concentratedon the nonpositivereal numbers). Similarly,the eigenvaluesof 9'must be in the interval(0, 1]. As we will
see in our examples, moment conditions Cl and C2 fail to achieve complete
identificationof v for reversibleprocesses.
More generally,even if we do not impose reversibility,v and _9 are connected throughthe followingalternativeexponentialformula:
(5.11)

lim

n -.

o

-Vln)

=

for all kE22(=

)

(e.g., see Pazy (1983, p. 33)). This exponential formula is the generalization of a

for finite state Markovchains
formulaused to study aliasingand embeddability
(e.g., see Johansen (1973); Singer and Spillerman (1976)). Since v is a continuous operator in this case, the exponential formulas simplify to -9= exp(s).

Relation (5.11) also encompassesthe exponentialformulasderived by Phillips
(1973) and Hansen and Sargent(1983)in their analysisof aliasingin the class of
multivariateGaussiandiffusionmodels.
We now apply and illustrateour results in the context of three examples.
1 AND 2 (Continued):As we saw earlier,using moment conditions
EXAMPLES
in the set Cl may still leave a large class of observationallyequivalentMarkov
processes. It is also clear that the two families of moment conditions cannot
distinguishbetween two diffusionswith generatorsthat are equal up to a scale
factor. We now show that using moment conditionsC2 we can in fact identify
the diffusionup to scale.
Suppose that both the true and the candidateprocesses are reversiblescalar
diffusionsthat share a stationarydistributiond. Let ,u and o-2 denote the local
mean and diffusioncoefficientsassociatedwith the true process, and let A and
denote their counterpartsfor the candidate process. We maintain the
c2
assumptionsmade in Example 1 of Section 2. Write L for the second-order
differentialoperatorassociatedwith the pair ( ,u,o-2) and L for the corresponding operatorassociatedwith (A, r2)
We startby examiningthe case of diffusionson a compactinterval[f, ul with
two reflectivebarriersand a strictlypositive diffusioncoefficient,to which the
standardSturm-Liouvilletheory of second-orderdifferentialAequationsapplies.
Considerthe followingeigenvalueproblemassociatedwith L:
(5.12)

L+= A,

k'(/) = +'(u) = 0.

In light of the boundaryconditionsimposed in (5.12), we know that if 4Pis a
twice continuouslydifferentiable(W2) solutionto this eigenvalueproblem,then
4o is an eigenvectorfor V, i.e., V4 = A4+.From Sturm-Liouvilletheory there
exists an infinite sequence of negative numbers Ao> A1> A2> ... with
limo

An= -?? and corresponding unique, up to constant factors,

22

func-

tions 4n such that the pair (An,4n) solves the eigenvalue problem (5.12).
Furthermore,the sequence of eigenfunctions{(o} are mutuallyorthogonaland
Choose a negative An. Supposethat all of the moment
form a basis for 2(y)*
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conditions in the class C2 are satisfied by ,V. By Proposition 4, g9 and v
commute, and hence X9/n is also an eigenvector of -v associated with An.
Consequently,(974n is proportionalto 0,*, implyingthat ' and hence V must
have on as an eigenvector.Let Andenote the correspondingeigenvalueof V.
Since 4)n iS W2 and satisfies the appropriateboundaryconditions, Vo,, coincides with Lon and hence 4)n satisfiesthe counterpartto (5.12):
(5-13)

Lon =AnOn.

Multiplythis equationby q and substitute(1/2)(o- 2qYfor ,uq, to obtain
(1/2)

(r-2 q)'

(1/2)

(r2

fn+ (1/2)(o-2q)on'

= Anonq,

or
q?fn)=

A?nq.

Thereforethe eigenvectorOnsatisfies
(5.14)

a 2(y)On(y)q(y)

= 2Anf (Pn(x)q(x) dx + C.

The boundaryconditionson on and conditionCl assureus that the constant C
in (5.14) is in fact zero. Similarly,we concludethat
(5.15)

62(y)>f(y)q(y)

=

2Af Yn(x)q(x)dx.

It follows from (5.14) and (5.15) that o2 and 62 are proportionaland hence
from formula(5.3) the ,u and ,u are also proportionalwith the same proportionality factor given by the ratio of the eigenvalues. In other words, moment
conditionC2 permitsus to identifythe infinitesimalgenerator.v up to scale.
We now show how this identificationresult can be extended to processes
defined on the whole real line, even though in this case the generatormay fail
to have a nonzero eigenvalue.We will proceed by consideringreflexivebarrier
processesthat approximatethe originalprocess.We assumethat both ,u and 0.2
are W functionsand with 02 > 0. When v satisfiesmomentconditionsCl, by
Proposition1 the candidateMarkovprocess shares a stationarydensity q with
the true process. Suppose v also satisfies moment conditionsC2. For a given
k > 0 consider the processes created by adding to the original candidate and
actualprocesses reflexivebarriersat -k and k. The reflexivebarrierprocesses
will share a common stationarydistribution 4k with a density qk that, in the
interval[-k, k], is proportionalto q. We write Vk and Vk for the infinitesimal
generators associated with the reflexive barrier processes in

.

2(d4k). As before

we can use Sturm-Liouvilletheoryto establishthe existenceof a negative A and
a W22 function 4 such that
L+= AO, 4'(-k)=+'(k)=O.
on
the eigenvector C
9e
Since ,t and a'2 are 92 functions, and 02>0,
limits
as
well
defined
order
have
to
fourth
all
derivatives
and
up
(-k,k)
(5.16)
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_ k. We write f (n) for the nth derivativeof f. Construct i+ to be a F4
functiondefined on (k, ?o)with I+(y) = 0 when y > k + 1 and limp k fn)(y) =
limy k 4(n)(y) for 0 < n < 4. Similarly construct qi/ to be a s4 function
defined on (-oo, -k) with i-(y) = 0 when y < -k - 1 and limY_k +(n)(y) =
for 0 < n < 4. Finally let +f(y) -(y)
if -k <y < k, and
limy-k +(n)(y)

y

if y > k (resp. y < -k).

41(y) --+(q/-)

Notice qi is a i4 functionwith supportin [ k - 1, k + 1] and that Lqisi'2

and has a compact support. Hence V

=

Li and

VWdii= LL i. Also, Li

is a

= LL p. Since by Proposifunction with compact support and hence VWVqi
tions 3 and 4, v and v must commute, LLii = LLqi/, and hence Vk4Vk=
. The result for the compactsupportcase with reflexivebarriersimplies
kVk
that the drift and diffusioncoefficient are identified up to scale in an interval
(-k, k) for arbitraryk.
Finally,we observethat if an eigenvector0 of v can be explicitlycalculated,
then the corresponding(real) eigenvalueand hence scale constant can also be
,F2

identified by using the fact that 9

= eA4.

Alternatively, suppose it is known

that the spectralmeasure of v is concentratedat mass points with zero as an
isolated mass point with multiplicity one.1" Further suppose that v is a
candidate generator that is known to be proportionalto d. The smallest (in
absolutevalue) nonzero eigenvalue A of v is given by
A-

max

(<
kI-).

f4, d@'=O, 1111=1

Under ergodicityrestrictions(see Section 7), the criterionfor the maximization
problemand constraintscan be approximatedby formingtime series averagesof
the appropriatefunctionsof the data. Similarly,the smallest(in absolutevalue)
nonzero of v is the logarithmof the largesteigenvaluedifferentfrom one of S
and hence can be representedas
max

A-log

f, d@=O, 11411=1

(kI 9'0.

Using the Law of Iterated Expectations,the criterion for this maximization
problem can be expressed as E4(x,)4(x,+1). Again the criterion and the
constraintscan be approximatedby time series averages.The true generatorcan
be identifiedvia
'kA

.d=

-rd.V

A

Since the constraint set for the two maximizationproblems of interest is
infinite-dimensional,it is not trivialto go from this identificationscheme to a
formaljustificationof an estimationmethod. While such an exercise is beyond
the scope of this paper, some of the results in Section 7 should be helpful.

11In Section 7 we will present sufficient conditions for zero to be an isolated point with
multiplicityone.
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EXAMPLE3 (Continued):In Section 4 we introduceda class of factor models
in which the process {xjl is a time invariantfunctionof a vector of independent
scalardiffusions.Suppose that both the candidateprocess and the true process
satisfy these factor restrictions.Then it follows from Propositions1-4 that v
and v can be distinguishedon the basis of our momentconditionsif they imply
different stationarydistributionsor if they fail to commute. By extending the
identificationdiscussionof Examples1 and 2, we can construct,'s that are not
distinguishablefrom ,v as follows.Use the same function F mappingthe factors
into the observableprocesses as is used for X. Then form an v by multiplying
the coefficientsof each scalarfactor diffusionby a possiblydistinctscale factor.
While such an v cannot be distinguishedusing moment conditionsCl and C2,
they can be distinguishedbased on knowledge of the conditionalexpectation
operator9T(see Proposition5).

In concludingthis section, we illustratean additionalidentificationproblem
for our momentconditions.Startingfrom an arbitraryinfinitesimalgenerator-W,
we can always constructa two-parameterfamily of candidate generatorsthat
always satisfy Cl and C2. Let {x,} be a continuous time stationaryMarkov
process with infinitesimalgenerator,v on a domain 0. For any 4 eQ, construct - = mql-w++12[1J d6l - 4] where Tl and 2 are two positive real
numbers.Notice that we formed our candidate v by changingthe speed of the
originalprocess by multiplying V by mland addingto that the generatorfor a
particularMarkovjump process (see (4.4)). It is easy to check that v has v' as
its stationary distribution and commutes with X. Therefore v cannot be
distinguishedfrom v using Cl and C2. Moreover,when V is self adjointso is
.X. Consequentlyit follows from Proposition5 that in this case the generators
can be distinguishedbased on knowledgeof the conditionalexpectationsoperator.
6. CORES

So far, we have analyzed observable implicationsby assuming all of the
moment conditions in Cl or C2 could be checked. To perform such a check
would requireboth knowledgeof the domain 9 and the abilityto computeX.
It is often difficult to characterizethe domain 9 and to evaluate a candidate
generatorapplied to an arbitraryelement of that domain. For instance, in the
scalar diffusion example (Example 1) we only characterizedthe infinitesimal
generator on a subset of the domain. Furthermore,it is desirable to have a
common set of test functions to use for a parameterizedfamily of generators.
Since the operatorv is not necessarilycontinuous,a dense subset of 0 does
not need to have a dense image underX. Consequently,in examiningmoment
conditionsCl and C2, if we replace 9 and 9* by arbitrarydense subsets,we
mayweakentheir implications.In addition,recallthat the momentconditionsin
C2 require looking at means of randomvariablesof the form b(xt+1))*(xe)
A

A
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4(Xt+1).W*k*
(xt), which are differencesof productsof randomvariableswith
finite second moments. To ensure that standardcentral limit approximations
work, it is convenient to restrict 4) and 4o* so that ?/(x-+1 )4)*(Xt) O(xt+1)J?;* (xt) has a finite second moment. For instance, this will be true
when, in addition,both 4 and $* are bounded.
To deal with these matters,we now describea strategyfor reducingthe sets
0 and 0* that avoids losing informationand results in randomvariableswith
finite second moments. The approach is based on the concept of a core
for a generator .W. Recall that the graph of W restricted to a set X is
{(0,d4)): )GA'.
-

A subspaceX of 0 is a core for ,v if the graphof v restricted
to X is dense in the graphof d.
DEFINITION:

As we will arguebelow,
Clearly,if X is a core for ., sY() is dense in (
in checkingmomentconditionsCl and C2 it sufficesto look at sets whose linear
spans are cores for v and
For a Markov jump model (Example 5), a candidate generator v is a
bounded operator.In this case, it suffices to look at a countable collection of
for all probability
bounded functions whose linear span is dense in 22()
measures 4.
For a Markovdiffusionmodel (Examples1 to 4), Vwis no longer a bounded
operator.In order to apply Proposition1, it is importantto characterizea core
for the candidate generator defined on Y. Recall that we assumed that Y
contained all the continuousfunctionswith a compact support.For concreteness we now assume that Y= {4): Rn-* R s.t. 4 is continuous, and
lim1X1 +)(x) = O}with the sup norm.Notice that since convergencein the sup
norm implies convergenceof the mean, it suffices to verify moment conditions
Cl on a core. Ethier and Kurtz(1986, Theorem2.1, p. 371) showed that under
the conditions stated in Example 1, the space of all infinitely differentiable
functions with a compact support (n') forms a core for the infinitesimal
generatorassociatedwith the scalarstochasticdifferentialequation.In this case
since W7KcO, it is also a core for . Since, in analogy to the result we presented
in Example 1, for these functions the infinitesimalgenerator is given by the
second-orderdifferential operator L, we can easily perform the calculations
needed to applymomentconditionCl. The Ethier and Kurtzresult also covers
certain cases with finite support and inaccessibleor reflexiveboundaryconditions. Extensionsto the multi-dimensionalcase, that typicallyrequire stronger
smoothness conditions, are given in Theorem 2.6 and Remark 2.7,
p. 374 of Ethier and Kurtz(1986).
To applyPropositions2-4 we need to considercandidategeneratorsdefined
on 22(a). If X is a core for both v and X9/*and our second moment condition
holds for any 4)eAYand4)*eA/',then it musthold for anypair(4, 6*) eo X9*.
then
* 4)*,and/W*"4)*
This follows since if )n __ 4), .)
O*n*
A
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since .r is continuous,

-7-(.9kPck-91Kk*
(nlX I

>

_J4 (

)ne_

(p)

.7-WO(3oIk*)
<?I|?

( P*

1

Hence it sufficesto characterizecores for v and *. We can readilyextend the
results available in the literature on cores of infinitesimal generators for
semigroupsdefined on subspacesof the space of continuousboundedfunctions
with the sup norm. For instance consider an extension of Ethier and Kurtz's
Theorem 2.1 cited above. We use the fact that X is a core for v if and only if
both X and the image of X under AI -.V for some A> 0 are dense on the
domain of the contractionsemigroup.12 For diffusionswith continuouscoefficients the infinitesimalgeneratorcoincideson K2with the second-orderdifferential operator. This is true whether the semigroupis defined on Y or on
Since 'J forms a core for the candidateinfinitesimalgenerator V. of
'2(4?).
the semigroupdefined on 2, there must exist a A> 0 such that the image of
W; under AI - L is dense in Y. It follows that the image of W; under AI - L
is dense in y22(S), because W; is dense in y22(4f) and sup-normconvergence
implies 22(y)
convergence. Hence W; is a core for X, the infinitesimal
generator for the semigroup defined in y2(4f). Notice that, since sup-norm

convergence implies y2(d) convergence, we may apply exactly the same
reasoningwheneverwe have a coreX for VWand we knowthat V=
Even when reduced to a core the observableimplicationsof conditions Cl
and C2 presupposethe use of a large set of test functions.Of course,for a finite
data set, only a small (relativeto the sample size) numberof test functionswill
be used. We now obtain a reduction that can be used to support theoretical
investigationsin which the number of test functions can increase with the
sample size such as Bierens (1990), who suggested a way of testing an infinite
numberof moment conditionsusing penalty functions,and Newey (1990) who
derived results for efficient estimation by expandingthe number of moment
conditions as an explicit function of the sample size. Their analysescould be
potentially adapted to the framework of this paper once we construct a
countable collection of test functions whose span is a core. For the Markov
jump process this reductionis easy since it suffices to choose any collection of
functionswith a dense span in 2(').
For Markovdiffusionsthat have WKas a
core we may proceed as follows. Fix a positive integer N and consider the
subspace of FK2 of functions with support on {y:lyl<NI. This subspace is
separable if we use the norm given by the maximumof the sup norm of a
functionand of its first two derivatives.Choose a countabledense collectionfor
each N and take the union over positive integers N. Since FK2 is a core, it is
straightforwardto show that the linear span of this union is also a core for .W.
12 See Proposition3.1, p.

17 of Ethier and Kurtz(1986).
the assumptionsconcerningthe bounds on the derivativesof the coefficients made in
Example2.1 are replacedby weakerpolynomialgrowthconditions,it is still possibleto showdirectly
that WK2is a core for Wif the stationarydistributionpossessesmomentsof sufficientlyhigh order.
13 If
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7. ERGODICITY AND MARTINGALEAPPROXIMATION

To use the moment conditionsderivedin Section 2 in econometricanalyses,
we must have some way of approximatingexpectations of functions of the
Markovstate vector xt in the case of Cl and of functionsof both xt+1 and xt in
the case of C2. As usual, we approximatethese expectationsby calculatingthe
correspondingtime-seriesaveragesfrom a discrete-timesampleof finite length.
To justify these approximationsvia a Law of Large Numbers,we need some
form of ergodicityof the discrete-sampledprocess. In the first subsection,we
investigate properties of the infinitesimal generator that are sufficient for
ergodicityof both the continuoustime and the discrete-timeprocesses.
It is also of interest to assess the magnitudeof the samplingerrorinducedby
makingsuch approximations.This assessmentis importantfor determiningthe
statistical efficiency of the resulting econometric estimators and in making
statisticalinferencesabout the plausibilityof candidateinfinitesimalgenerators.
The vehicle for makingthis assessmentis a centrallimit theorem.In the second
subsection we derive central limit approximationsvia the usual martingale
approach.Again we studythis problemfrom the vantagepoint of both continuous and discrete records,and we derive sufficientconditionsfor these martingale approximationsto apply that are based directlyon propertiesof infinitesimal generators.
7.1. Law of Large Numbers

Stationaryprocessesin either discretetime or continuoustime obey a Law of
LargeNumbers.However,the limit points of time series averagesmaynot equal
the correspondingexpectationsunder the measurea. Insteadthese limit points
are expectationsconditioned on an appropriatelyconstructedset of invariant
events for the Markov process. Furthermore, the conditioning set for the
continuous-timeprocess may be a proper subset of the conditioningset for a
fixed interval discrete-sampledprocess. Therefore, the limit points for the
discreterecordLaw of LargeNumbersmaybe differentthan the limitpoints for
the continuousrecordLaw of LargeNumbers.
Invariantevents for Markovprocesses (in continuousor discrete time) turn
out to have a very simple structure.They are measurablefunctionsof the initial
state vector xo. Hence, associatedwith the invariantevents for the continuoustime process {xt), there is a sigma algebra V, containedin the Boreliansof R ,
such that any invariantevent is of the form A = {xo E B) for some B E S'. We
can construct a conditionalprobabilitydistribution y indexed by the initial
state xo = y such that expectations conditioned on V (as a function of y) can be
evaluated by integratingwith respect to y. Imagine initializingthe Markov
process using y in place of a in our analysiswhere y is selected to be the
observedvaluesof xo. Then under this new initial distributionthe process {xt}
remainsstationary,but it is now ergodicfor (a) almost all y. Therefore,by an
appropriateinitializationwe can convertany stationaryprocess into one that is
also ergodic.Alternatively,it can be verifiedthat the momentconditionsCl and
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C2 hold conditioned on the invariantevents for the continuous-timeprocess
{xj}. Consequently,impositionof ergodicityfor the continuoustime process is
made as a matterof convenience.
Since ergodicityof {xj}is connecteddirectlyto the initialdistributionimposed
on x0, it is of interest to have a criterionfor checkingwhether an appropriate
initial distributionhas been selected. As we will see, such a criterioncan be
obtainedby examiningthe zeros of the operatorX. Note that constantfunctions
are alwayszeros of the operator W.We omit all such functionsfrom consideration except for the zero function by focusing attentionon the followingclosed
linear subspace:
(@)-(+E=-y(@f)

Odtf
d=0)

For any t, .9S maps 2(@) into itself. Hence we may consider {.92:t > 0) as
havingthe domain 7(c@).Furthermore,since 0 is a linear subspaceof 22(@?),
it follows from P6 that 0 nfY(@) is a linear subspace and is dense
in ZY().
Our first result relates the ergodicityof the continuous-timeprocess {x,1 to
the uniquenessof the zeros of v on 2(@) and is due to Bhattacharya(1982,
Proposition2.2).
Theprocess{xt} is ergodicif, and only if, V = 0 for 4 e-r n
impliesthat 4)=0.

6:
PROPOSITION
7(e)

Next we consider ergodicityof the discrete-sampledprocess. For notational
simplicity,we set the samplingintervalto one. The discrete time counterpartto
Proposition 6 can be proved by modifying appropriatelythe argument of
Bhattacharya(1982).
PROPOSITION7: The sampledprocess {x,: t = 0,1,... I is ergodicif and only if
-74)=4 and 4)EZ(Y ) imply b= 0.

Ergodicityof the continuous-timeprocess {x,} does not necessarily imply
ergodicityof this process sampled at integer points in time. From equation
(5.11) .97can be interpreted as the operator exponentialof tV even though,
strictlyspeaking,the exponentialof t.Wmay not be well defined. The Spectral
MappingTheorem for infinitesimalgenerators(e.g., see Pazy (1983, Theorem
2.4, p. 46)) states that the nonzero eigenvaluesof t are exponentialsof the
eigenvalues of t.W. Therefore, the only way in which .9' can have a unit
eigenvalueon .(e) is for .v to have 2irki as an eigenvalueon Z(), where k
is an integer. In other words, there must exist a pair of functions or and 4i in
Y(e), at least one of which is differentfrom zero, such that
_V(4r +

i4i) = 21Tki((r + i4i)).
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When _v has a purelyimaginaryeigenvaluethere will alwaysbe a nondegenerate function 4 in Z(e) such that O(x,) is perfectly predictablegiven xo. In
other words,there exists a nondegeneratefunction 4 such that O(x,) =g9,b(x0)
almost surely (9r) for all t > 0.14 To ensure ergodicity for all sampling
intervals,we must rule out all purelyimaginaryeigenvalues.
Generatorsof stationary,ergodic(in continuoustime) Markovjumpprocesses
(Example5) do not have purelyimaginaryeigenvalues.Suppose to the contrary
that the pair (or, Oi) solves the eigenvectorproblemfor eigenvalueiO different
from zero. Then
g(or

+ ioi)

=

Rif9/n)

+ 'I (Pr + i(pi) .

This leads to a contradictionbecause I(i0/7r)+ i1> 1 and _9'is a weak contraction.
Recall that generatorsof a reversibleprocess, includingthose discussed in
Examples 1, 2, and 3, have only real eigenvalues. Many other multivariate
stationary,ergodic(in continuoustime) Markovdiffusionprocesses(Example4)
do not have purely imaginaryeigenvalues.For instance, under the conditions
given in Section 4 for the existence of a unique stationarydistribution,for
sufficientlylarge t, O(x,) =574)(x0) almost surely 90r) implies O(xo) = 0 almost surely(9r) (see Has'minskii(1980, Lemma 6.5, pp. 128 and 129)).Hence
.v cannot have a purelyimaginaryeigenvaluein this case.
We now consider the moment conditions derived in Section 3. Recall that
momentconditionsCl implythat Z9) cZ(). Consequently,the approximation resultswe obtainedfor functionsin Z(e) can be applieddirectlyto justify
formingfinite sample approximationsto the moment conditionsCl.
Considernext moment conditionsin the set C2. Recall from Section 3 that
these conditionsare of the form
(7.1)
E[ v(xt+l, xJ)] = 0
-R2R. The function v was not necessarilyrestrictedso that
for functions v:
the random variable v(xt+1,xt) has a finite second moment, although this
random variable will always have a finite first moment. Ergodicity of the
sampledprocess is sufficientfor the sample averagesto convergeto zero almost
surely(9r). Under the additionalrestrictionthat the randomvariablev(xt+1,xd)
has a finite second moment,it followsfromthe Mean ErgodicTheoremthat the
sample averageswill also convergeto zero in _F209r), the space of all random
variableswith finite second momentson the originalprobabilityspace.
7.2. CentralLimit Theorem

To obtain central limit approximationsfor discrete time Markovprocesses,
Rosenblatt (1971) suggested restrictingthe operator S9to be a strong contrac14

Let the pair of functions (4r' 4i) in g ny(d) satisfy the eigenvalue problem for purely
imaginaryeigenvalue iO. Thus (4r', 4) solves the analogouseigenvalueproblemwith eigenvalue
Since II=rII2E[gkr(xt)+I2.
exp(iOt) for .7 and consequently, II.tr2t+
iII2 = 114r112
t
= 0, and similarlyfor ki.
2 = 0, by the contractionpropertyIIr 112
= 974rI2
11
S74+r(x0)I2] + 11'k,r
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Among other things, this limits the temporal dependence
tion on (
sufficientlyfor the discrete-sampledprocessto be stronglymixing(see Rosenblatt
(1971, Lemma3, p. 200)). The way in which the centrallimit approximationsare
typicallyobtained is throughmartingaleapproximations.Explicit characterization of these martingaleapproximationsis of independentvalue for investigating the statistical efficiency of classes of generalized method of moments
estimatorsconstructedfrom infinite-dimensionalfamiliesof momentconditions
(e.g., see Hansen (1985)) such as those derivedin Section 3.
Since our goal in this subsection is to deduce restrictionson V that are
sufficient for martingale approximationsto apply, we begin by investigating
martingaleapproximationsfor the original continuoustime process. This will
help to motivate restrictionson v that are sufficient for S9'to be a strong
contraction.In studyingmoment conditions Cl using a continuousrecord,we
use the standard argument of approximatingthe integral fojV(x,) dt by a
For each
martingalemT, and applyinga centrallimit theoremfor martingales.15
T > 0, define:
(7.2)

mT= - 4(xT)

+

dt.

(xo)+foA(xt)

Then {mT : T> 01 is a martingale,relative to the filtration generated by the
continuous-timeprocess {xt} (e.g., see Ethier and Kurtz(1986, Proposition1.7,
p. 162)). The error in approximatingfo p(xt) dt by mT is just - 4(XT)
+ 4(xo) which is bounded by 211
kq1.When scaled by (1/ FT), this error clearly
converges in y2( 9r) to zero. Consequently, a central limit theorem for
(O/U T)fOTfVp(x,)dtlcan be deduced from the central limit theorem for a
scaled sequence of martingales{(1/ T)mT) (see Billingsley(1961)).
The randomvariablemT has mean zero and variance
J

(7.3)

E[(mT)2]

=

E

-

E[(mT(J-j+1)/J

mT(J-j)/J)

]

j=1
=JE[(mTIJ)21

= TE[(JIT)

(-O(

XTIJ ) + O( XO) +

0

O(xt) dt)]

for any positive integer J since the incrementsof the martingaleare stationary
and orthogonal.Thus we are led to investigatethe limit
(7.4)

lim E1(1/e)

(-d(xE)

+

4(xo)

+f

O(xj)

dt)1.

15A centrallimit theoremfor diffusionson the line appearsin Mandl (1968). Florens-Zmirou
(1984)gave an alternativeproof to Mandl'sand deriveda counterpartfor the discretizedversionof
some diffusionson the line. Our expositionof the centrallimit approximationfor the continuous
time recordfollowsBhattacharya(1982).
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By the TriangleInequality

(7.5)

(E (1/ )l/

V4f(xt) dt] )2 1/

|E[(/
21.(41 i(pX,)2]
=

dt

Lc/2lMt

Thus the limit in (7.4) can be written as
(7.6)

lim (l/e) E

(XE)

-

lim (1/e)2[(010>-

(xo)]2

--*0
IE~~

--*0
Lc

(g010>

+>

Taking limits on the right side of (7.3) as J gets large and substitutingfrom
(7.6), we find that

(7.7)

E[(mT)21

=

-2T( 0+W).

Therefore,the asymptoticvariancefor the central limit approximationis given
by -2(Kl.Wo) which is always nonnegativedue to the fact that W is quasi
negativesemidefinite(PropertyP9).
The fact that the right side of (7.2) is a martingaleguarantees that the
continuous-time central limit theorem can always be applied to functions
qi=f . Note, however, that the limiting distributionis nondegenerate only
when (K1IW <0.

We now investigatethe discrete-timecounterpartto this martingaleapproximation under the restrictionthat .7 is a strong contraction on .2'6), i.e. there
exists a constantC < 1 such that I1+II < CII41 for each be2(@). Laterwe will
discuss conditions on the generator W that are sufficient for this propertyto
hold. Using the strongcontractionproperty,we will show that a martingaleMN
approximatesEN 1qi(xt) for i/ in Z(Z). Of course, the qf'swe are interestedin
are the ones constructedby applying Wto an element of its domain ?.
The strongcontractionpropertyof T9guaranteesthat (I - %) has a bounded
inverseon (
Note that since
E[ q(xt+1)

-.9Vi(xt)IxjI = O,

the discrete-timeprocess {MN:N = 1,2, ... ), defined by
N

(7.8)

MN=-E [(I-t
t=1

(Xt)-4

+Atl

_

is a martingale adapted to the filtration generated by the discrete-sampled
Markovprocess. Equivalently,we may write
N

MN =

,(I-7)'[lfJ(XN)

- qi(XO)]

+ E

(Xt)

t=1

which is the discrete time counterpartto (7.2) and agrees with a martingale
approximationsuggestedby Gordin(1969). Note that the y2 C-r) norm of the
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error in approximatingthe partial sum E'L iu(x,) by the martingaleMN has a
bound independentof N. This bound is uniformfor qi in the unit ball of Y(e)
since
y

(E{lI(I

- qi(xo)]

1[(XN)

})

/2Il(I

- -y(q,)

and S and (I -Y-1 are bounded operators on 2(1). Scaling by (1/ /NT)
makes the approximationerror arbitrarilysmall as N goes to infinityimplying
that central limit approximationsfor {(1/ JNT)E:.N
1u(xt)) can be deduced from
centrallimit approximationsfor a scaled sequence of martingales{(1/ VN2)MN)
(see Billingsley(1961)).Finally,it follows from (7.8) that
(7.9)

( 1/N)E(MN2)
=(

((I

=

-_$)

-1

K''I'P
+_07

(1

_0 -1 )

$7)

(J-

=<r r + 2( dr(I
P

_07q)

- 1,)

which gives the asymptoticvariancefor the discrete-timecentrallimit theorem.
It can be shown that for qi =W4o,the expressionon the right side of (7.9) is
greater than or equal to the correspondingexpression -2K lw4) for the
continuous-timemartingaleapproximation.This reflects the loss of information
due to samplingin discrete time.
The discrete-timemartingaleapproximationgiven by equation(7.8) can also
be appliedto momentconditionsin the class C2. As we arguedpreviously,these
moment conditions can be represented as in (7.1). Suppose that the random
variable v(xt+1,
x1) has a finite second moment.Then there exists a qi in Y(e)
such that
E[ v(xt+1, xt)Ixt] = +(xt)
Then a martingaleapproximatorfor EN 1 v(xt+1, xt) is given by the sum of the
martingale EN J[ V(xt+i,xt) - uI(xt)] and the martingale approximatorfor
Et=l 4(xt).

We now consider restrictionson v that are sufficient for S9'to be a strong
contraction.We write var(4) for the varianceof the randomvariable 4(xt).
CONDITION
-

G: Thereexistsa subspaceA, a corefor X, and a 8 > 0 such that

> 8 var(4) for all 4EeA.

<alI+)

Notice that since X is a core, Condition G can be extended to any ) e9.
Also, since 4 - f4 dE EY(e), ConditionG is equivalentto requiring
-

<(+1)j> 8(>4)14j

for all

4 with mean zero.
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8: Theoperatorgis
PROPOSITION
vWsatisfies Condition G.

a strongcontractionif and onlyif thegenerator

PROOF: As shown by Banon (1977, Lemma 3.11, p. 79), if 9 is a strong
must satisfythe exponencontractionfor anyfixed t > 0, then the semigroup{S_1
tial inequalityfor some strictlypositive 8:
jlg9(

)jj<

for all 4E2(4).

exp (-8t)

defines a contractionsemigroupin Z(z) with a generator
Hence 5- e8QF7,
d + 8I. By P9, ConditionG holds. Converselyif ConditionG holds, W+ 8I is a
quasi negativesemidefiniteoperatorwith domain 0 n29(z), and such that for
any A> 0, AI - (d + 8I) is onto. Hence, by the Lumer-PhillipsTheorem,
W+ 8I is the generator of a contractionsemigroup,{5}, in Y(6) and since
Q.E.D.
it satisfiesthe exponentialinequality.
9[=e-9t,
For reversiblegenerators,ConditionG is equivalentto zero being an isolated
point in the supportof ', the resolutionof the identity used in Section 5. In
particular,for diffusionswith reflectingboundarieson a compactintervalwith
strictlypositive diffusioncoefficient, ConditionG holds. ConditionG requires
that the variancesof the continuous-timemartingaleapproximators(and hence
the discrete-timeapproximators)be bounded awayfrom zero for test functions
4 with unit variances.In particular,when ConditionG is satisfied,the central
limit approximationwill be nondegeneratewhenever 4 in 0 is not constant.
is bounded away from zero on the unit
Also, Condition G ensures that II.V(4)11

sphere and hence W-1 is a boundedoperatoron (9).
We now studyrestrictionson v that implyConditionG for the examples.In
the case of the Markovjump process (Example5), a sufficientconditionis that
,q be bounded away from zero and the conditionalexpectationoperatorY on
the associated chain be a strong contractionon Y(6). To see this, first note
that for K1J-f+d and K2 J(1/q) dM,
(7.10)

(4k+) =f|LRf

77dS

-

da

= (1/K2)f1b[f4k)-]
=

(1/K2)(-K1)

[|-( d-

d

-

(p-K1)]

for some 0 < y < 1 since ' is a strongcontractionon 2(4). Next observethat
for 7-inf 7 > 0:
(7.11)

(11K2)(Y-1)

(O-Kl

de<FS(Y-1)

(q6-K,

q7de
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as long as 4 eY(Z). The operator v in conjunctionwith any positive 8 less
than (1 - y)7, will satisfyConditionG.
We now turn to Markov diffusion processes (Examples 1 to 4). Bouc and
Pardoux (1984) provided sufficient conditions for G that include uniformly
boundingabove and below the diffusionmatrix X as well as a pointinginward
condition for the drift ,u. To accommodatecertain examplesin finance where
the diffusioncoefficient mayvanish at the boundary,it is necessaryto relax the
assumptionson the diffusion coefficient. For this reason we derive here an
alternativeset of sufficientconditionson the line.
Consider a scalar diffusion on an interval [7, u], allowing for /?= -oo and
u = + oo. We restrict cr2 to be positive in the open interval7, u) and require
the speed densityto be integrable.If a finite boundaryis attainable,we assume
that it is reflexive. We start by presenting an alternativecharacterizationof
ConditionG for diffusions.Let X' be the space of twice continuouslydifferentiable functions 4)E
such that oa+'and L 4 are also in 22(p).
In the
ey2(d,)
case of a reflexiveboundarywe also add the restrictionthat 4' vanishesat the
boundary.
For 4)eA' it follows from the characterizationof the infinitesimalgenerator
established in Example 1 and equation (2.4), that

-2K4- f

dd?
'( 4) )= f(4)')2u2

d

Therefore,ConditionG requiresfor some e > 0:
(7.12)

f( 4))2uf2

dd > e var(4)

for all 4EA's.

When A' is a core condition(7.12) is equivalentto ConditionG. Recall that in
Section 6 we discussedsufficientconditionsfor K2and hence A' to be a core.16
We now derive sufficientconditionsfor inequality(7.12). Let z E 7(, u) and
notice that, for any 4 in A',
|[ 0-

O(z)] 2dd

> var()

It follows from an inequality in Muckenhoupt(1972, Theorem 2) or Talenti
(1969, p. 174) that there is a finite K1 such that
4
JU[
KJl4),12u2
, d2
_ 4(Z)]2 d1
if, and only if,
(7.13)

sup

{[r, u)}f

( o2q)1

dy < oo.

z<r<u
(
16 Inequality (7.12) has the obvious multivariate extension.
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Hence (7.12) will hold provided(7.13) and the analogouscondition
(7.14)

Sup {(

}f
r

/<r<z

<oo

dy2
q)1

are satisfied.
ApplyingL'Hospital'sRule, if
(7.15)

lim d?{[r, u)}/uo(r)q(r)

r-),u

<

oo,

then (7.13) holds. In particular inequality (7.15) holds if lim infr , u o-(r)q(r) > 0.
= 0, we may apply L'Hospital's Rule again to obtain as a
If limr- o-(r)q(r)
r

sufficientcondition
1
+ucr(r)q'(r)/q(r)

)
ru16)'(r)

exists and is finite.

Using equation (5.3) that relates the logarithmicderivativeof the stationary
densityto the drift and diffusioncoefficients,we may rewrite(7.16) as
(7.17) lim
r7u)

2,u(r)

-

ur(r)
u(r)o-'(r)

exists and is finite.

The conditionsat the lower boundaryare exactlyanalogous.We summarizethis
discussionin a proposition:
PROPOSITION 9: Suppose {xj} solves dx, = A(x,) dt + o-(xt) dWt in an interval
(f, u) with possibly /= - oo and/or u = + oo; oc is 21 and positive on (/, u); and

the speed density l/sou2 is integrable. Then the following conditions are sufficient
for (7.12) to hold.
(a) The right boundary satisfies either lim infr , u cr(r)q(r) > 0; or
lim infr -a u o-(r)q(r) = 0 and limr --u ro-(r)/[2,u(r)

-

o-(r)uo'(r)] exists and is

fi-

nite.
ocr(r)q(r) > 0; or
(b) The left boundary satisfies either lim infr
o-(r)/[2,u(r) - o-(r)o-'(r)] exists and is filiminfrr o- (r)q(r) = 0 and limr,
nite.

Notice that for models that are parameterizedin terms q and 0.2, condition
(7.16) is easier to verify than the equivalentcondition (7.17) mentioned in the
proposition.Also one may, in some cases, verifydirectly(7.15).
The squareroot process dxt = K(Xt -X) dt + x t dWt, with K < 0 and x > 0, is
an exampleof a process that satisfies the sufficientconditionsof Proposition9
even though

0.2

is not bounded away from zero. A process

{xtj

that solves a

stochasticdifferentialequation in R+, with cr(y) 1 and ,(y) = (Cy) 'for
large y, is an examplewhere the sufficientconditionsof Proposition9 do not
hold. Howeverin this case everynonnegativereal numberis in the spectrumof
.V and hence ConditionG fails, even though {xtj is mean recurrent(Bouc and
Pardoux(1984, p. 378)).
-
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The conclusionof Proposition9 also holds for the multivariatefactor models
describedin Example3 when the individualfactor processes satisfythe specified conditions.
8. CONCLUSION

The analysisin this paper is intended as supportof empiricalwork aimed at
assessingthe empiricalplausibilityof particularcontinuous-timeMarkovmodels
that arise in a varietyof areas of economics.In manyinstances,such models are
attractivebecause of conceptualand computationalsimplificationsobtainedby
taking continuous time limits. The approach advanced in this paper can, by
design, be used to study these models empiricallyeven when it is not possible
for an econometricianto approximatea continuousdata record.For this reason,
we focused our analysis on fixed interval sampling although our moment
conditionsare also applicablemore generally.For instance,we could accommodate systematicpatternsto the sampling,or the samplingprocedureitself could
be modeled as an exogenous stationaryprocess. Both moment conditionsare
still satisfied,with moment condition C2 applied to adjacentobservations.The
observableimplicationswe obtainedextend in the obviousway. This means that
our moment conditions can easily handle missing observationsthat occur in
financial data sets due to weekends and holidays. On the other hand, such
samplingschemes may alter the central limit approximationsreported in Section 7.
One of the many questions left unansweredhere is that of the selection of
test functions in practice. For finite-dimensionalparametermodels one could
compare the asymptoticefficiency of estimators constructedwith alternative
configurationsof test functionsalong the lines of Hansen (1985). Finite sample
comparisonsare likely to requireMonte Carloinvestigations.
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